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Supplementary Figure 1. Development of ASAP1-class voltage sensors. (a) Alignment of the S3-S4 loop region of 
voltage-sensing domains (VSDs) from voltage sensitive phosphatases of four different species. Low, intermediate and 
high levels of homology are represented by white, grey and black background color, respectively.  The locations of S3 
and S4 were predicted by the Transmembrane Prediction Tool of Geneious v.7 (Biomatters).  (b) G. gallus VSD with 
the R153Q mutation and an insertion of circularly permuted green fluorescent protein (cpGFP) from GCaMP3 at 4, 5, 
and 6 amino acids downstream of S3 exhibited bright membrane-localized fluorescence in HEK293A cells. Insertion 
at other positions caused poor membrane localization or dimness. Scale bar, 10 µm. (c) Fluorescence response in 
HEK293A cells to voltage steps from –150 mV to +50 mV relative to the holding potential of –70 mV for three sensor 
variants with different insertion points of cpGFP into G. gallus VSD (GgVSD). All three variants produced similar 
fluorescence responses, with an ~3% decrease in intensity from –70 mV to +30 mV. Samples sizes (n) correspond to 
individual HEK293A cells. Error bars are mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). (d) We constructed sensor 
variants in which the fluorescent protein, originally cpGFP from GCaMP3, was replaced with other circularly-
permuted GFPs. All fluorescent proteins were inserted between Ala-147 and Thr-148 of GgVSD. To normalize for 
variability in transfection efficiency or expression in HEK293A cells, each sensor was coexpressed with mCherry-CAAX 
using an internal ribosome entry site (see Supplementary Fig. 5a). For each sensor, the green and red fluorescence 
images were identically scaled and merged. The relative ratio of green to red fluorescence, an indication of sensor 
brightness, was larger for the sensor containing the OPT variant of superfolder GFP (cpsfGFP-OPT). Substitution with 
a circularly permuted version of Clover (cpClover) or of the superecliptic pHluorin A227D from ArcLight (cpsepHluorin 
A227D) largely abolished membrane-localized GFP fluorescence. Findings were reproducible across multiple (n > 5) 
fields of view, with representative images shown here. Scale bar, 10 µm. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Voltage response characteristics and membrane localization of ASAP1 variants with 
alternative voltage-sensing domains. (a) Substituting the voltage-sensing domain (VSD) from Gallus gallus with the 
VSD of Xenopus laevis or Danio rerio produced membrane-localized fluorescence in HEK293A cells, while substituting 
with the VSD of Ciona intestinalis resulted in loss of membrane localization for all insertion positions tested, 1-12 
amino acids downstream of S3. Reverting the R153Q mutation in ASAP1 produced comparable membrane 
localization to the R153Q sensor. Scale bar, 10 µm. (b) ASAP1 variants with VSD from alternative species show 
reduced fluorescence dynamic range in HEK293A cells to voltage steps from –150 mV to +50 mV relative to –70 mV. 
Holding potential was –11 mV, close to HEK293A resting potential (typically –10 to –20 mV). Samples sizes (n) 
correspond to individual HEK293A cells.  Error bars, mean ± SEM. (c) Reverting the R153Q mutation in ASAP did not 
improve fluorescence dynamic range in HEK293A to voltage steps from –150 mV to +50 mV relative to –70 mV. 
Holding potential was –11 mV. For all panels, cspfGFP correspond to the OPT variant used in ASAP1. Samples sizes 
(n) correspond to individual HEK293A cells. Error bars, mean ± SEM..   
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Supplementary Figure 3. Voltage response characteristics and membrane localization of ASAP1 variants with 
different VSD-GFP junctions. (a) Changing termini for circular permutants of sfGFP-OPT did not disrupt efficient 
membrane localization in HEK293A cells. Numbers indicate location of the new N- and C-termini using non-permuted 
sfGFP numbering. (b) These variants exhibited reduced responses in HEK293A to voltage steps. (c) Same data 
replotted to better show reversal of the fluorescence response in sensors with cpsfGFP-OPT 147-146, 148-147 and 
149-147. (d) Variants with deletion of one amino acid at either side of the VSD-GFP or GFP-VSD junction showed 
efficient membrane localization in HEK293A cells. (e) Deletion of the N-terminal amino acid of cpsfGFP-OPT (Phe-
145) dramatically reduced fluorescence response in HEK293A cells. Deletion of any of the other three junctional 
amino acids did not improve fluorescence responses within the physiological range (–100mV to +50mV). cspfGFP 
correspond to the OPT variant used in ASAP1. For all panels, samples sizes (n) correspond to individual HEK293A 
cells. Error bars are mean ± SEM. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Voltage response characteristics and membrane localization of ASAP1 variants with 
conservative mutations at the cspfGFP-OPT amino terminus. (a) Conservative mutations of the Phe-145 of cpsfGFP-
OPT immediately C-terminal to the VSD-GFP junction to leucine (F145L), methionine (F145M) or tyrosine (F145Y) 
produced qualitatively comparable membrane localization to ASAP1 in HEK293A cells. Scale bar, 10 µm. (b) F145I, 
F145L, F145M, and F145Y reduced fluorescence responses in HEK293A cells to voltage steps from –150 to +50 mV. 
Samples sizes (n) correspond to individual cells. Error bars are mean ± SEM. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Quantification of ASAP1 membrane localization in dissociated neuronal cultures. (a) 
Schematic of plasmid used for the membrane localization experiments. An internal ribosome entry site (IRES) allows 
the CAG promoter to drive expression of both ASAP1 and a fusion of mCherry RFP and a farnesylation motif (CAAX). 
(b) ASAP1 levels, detected by antibody staining, were larger following neuron membrane permeabilization, 
suggesting that a fraction of sensor molecules remained in the cytoplasm. We used mCherry-CAAX fluorescence as 
our measure of plasmid expression. n = 22 fixed hippocampal neurons per condition (intact or permeabilized) (c) 
Same data as in (b), but without normalization of fluorescence levels with cell size. (d) Across all cells tested, 
expression-adjusted ASAP1 levels in intact cells were 42 ± 5 % (mean ± SEM) of those following permeabilization  (p 
< 0.001). Normalization for expression level was performed by dividing fluorescence values for antibody-conjugated 
ASAP1 with the fluorescence values of mCherry-CAAX from the same cell. (e) We quantified the membrane 
localization of mCherry-CAAX in permeabilized cells (n = 22 fixed neurons) by measuring red fluorescence at the 
plasma membrane (cell perimeter) and cytoplasm. We quantified ASAP1 localization in the same cells using the 
boundaries for the cell membrane and cytoplasm defined on the mCherry-CAAX image. We observed that membrane 
localization of ASAP1 was nearly as efficient (91.0 ± 1.5 %, mean ± SEM) as mCherry-CAAX in permeabilized cells. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. Quantification of membrane capacitance of ASAP1-transfected neurons in dissociated 
cultures. No significant increase in membrane capacitance was observed upon increasing ASAP1 expression, 
determined as GFP fluorescence intensity per pixel at the membrane (a) or total cellular GFP fluorescence (b). Cells 
with zero ASAP1 fluorescence correspond to control neurons transfected with a plasmid expressing cytoplasmic 
Clover GFP (n = 5 control neurons and 12 ASAP1-expressing neurons). We used the membrane resistance (Rm) as a 
coarse correlate of cell size, and reploted the data from (a) and (b) after normalizing capacitance with Rm (c,d). 
Linear trendlines and correlation coefficients are y = 0.069x + 71.35, R2 = 0.01 (a); y = –0.180x + 75.55, R2 = 0.06 
(b); y = 0.002x + 0.285, R2 = 0.07 (c); y = –0.002x + 0.363, R2 = 0.06 (d). (e) Over all cells tested, membrane 
capacitance of ASAP1-expressing neurons was 74.5 ± 6.4 pF (mean ± standard error of the mean, n = 12 neurons), 
statistically indistinguishable from control neurons (69.9 ± 6.4 pF, n = 5; p = 0.65). (f) Similarly, the Rm-normalized 
membrane capacitance of ASAP1-expressing neurons was 0.36 ± 0.7 pF/MΩ, statistically indistinguishable from 
control neurons (0.29 ± 0.05 pF/MΩ, p = 0.65, 2-tail Mann-Whitney U test). ASAP1-expressing cells tested in this 
experiment were estimated to contain between ~20–300 sensor molecules per um2 of membrane, with an average of 
106 ± 21 (Methods). 
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Supplementary Figure 7. ASAP1’s faster kinetics allow improved resolution of a 100-Hz, three-AP waveform 
sequence in cultured hippocampal neurons. ASAP1 (top) and ArcLight Q239 (bottom) fluorescence responses to a 
three-AP waveform sequence following a series of overlapping subthreshold depolarizations. Command voltage is 
shown on the left-most plots. Command AP spike full width at half-maximum was 1.8 ms. We collected fluorescence 
traces for this figure and Fig. 3c from distinct neurons. 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Imaging spontaneous neuronal activity in cultured hippocampal neurons with ASAP1 and 
ArcLight Q239. Fluorescence responses of ASAP1 (a) and ArcLight Q239 (b) to spontaneous electrical activity. 
ArcLight Q239 did not produce an apparent fluorescence response to the single AP at ~3,800ms. Fluorescence traces 
are unfiltered. We collected fluorescence traces for this figure and Fig. 4a from distinct neurons. 
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Supplementary Figure 9. ASAP1 photobleaching kinetics. Dissociated hippocampal neurons expressing ASAP1 were 
illuminated continuously with 470- to 490-nm light at 0.12 mW/mm2. Each marker color corresponds to one of four 
individual neurons imaged every 10 s for 4.5-15 min. Fluorescence was normalized to 1.0 at t = 0. Photobleaching 
time constants (τ) were estimated from mono-exponential fits (dashed lines) as 41.7 min (red trace), 35.7 min (blue 
trace), 32.3 min (green trace), and 30.3 min (gray trace).  
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Supplementary Figure 10. Continuous multi-minute imaging of neuronal activity with ASAP1. Fluorescence 
responses of ASAP1 to spontaneous electrical activity in two cultured hippocampal neurons at the beginning (top 
traces) and end (bottom traces) of 15 min of continuous illumination. Illumination power was 0.023 mW/mm2 (a) 
and 0.036 mW/mm2 (b). Traces were not corrected for photobleaching over the 30-s interval but were noise-filtered 
with LOWESS smoothing. We collected fluorescence traces for this figure and Fig. 4c from distinct neurons.  
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